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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Angel 7 Industries, Force 21 Enter into Partnership for
Representation in Singapore, Brunei, Qatar, and Thailand.
(San Antonio, Texas, October 24, 2015) – A7 Defense & Aerospace, a division of Angel 7 industries,
LLC (A7) has entered into a partnership with Force 21 to supply Pacific Rim, allied countries with A7’s
state-of-the-art and next generation military and tactical products and solutions. This mutually beneficial relationship will enhance A7’s market position internationally and will provide Pacific Rim customers with enhanced support and faster response time with regards to A7’s cutting edge products.
Force 21’s management has expressed their enthusiasm of the partnership with A7, stating “Force 21
continuously strives to be the driving force behind our armed forces and home team agencies. A7 offers cutting edge technologies and products that greatly enhance force effectiveness. There is a natural synergy between Force 21 and Angel 7 that is best represented by our partnership. We are pleased
to be partners of A7 and aiding our armed forces and law enforcement agencies in carrying out their
work safely and effectively 24/7.”
Force 21, winner of the Singapore Promising Brand Award (SPBA), is a leading international supplier
of gear and equipment for the security, defense and rescue industries. As part of the CWT Defense
Services, Force 21 displays a strength rooted in offering high quality, ready-made, and innovative
products and solutions customized to exact specifications. Force 21’s business units are Tactical & Field
Systems, Homeland Security and FiTSA. Tactical Systems and Field Systems works with clients to develop customized solutions to enhance force effectiveness through technology, soldier performance
and operational gear optimization. Homeland Security offers advanced solutions to help put in place
tight security for communication systems and emergency management. FiTSA assists in improving
the health and fitness of uniformed personnel, community, schools and the general public.
Angel 7 Industries, LLC. (A7) is a privately held technology think tank and research and development
firm that was founded by Kerry Harris, a former United States Marine Corps officer and Naval aviator.
A7 designs, engineers, and produces state-of-the-art products, systems, and solutions that enhance
safety, enhance performance, enhance survivability, and increase utility.
A7 Defense & Aerospace, a division of Angel 7 Industries, specializes in state-of-the-art products
and solutions for military, state, and government agencies — developing and manufacturing products
and solutions that are designed to protect and increase the survivability of individual operators with
special emphasis on foundational technologies that are multi-capable, adaptable to varying mission
requirements, and to constantly evolving threats.

